CAMPUS ORCHESTRA and CAMPUS BAND
Carlos Hernandez, conductor
Cassidy Nalepa, conductor

Wednesday, November 15, 2023 | 7:30pm
Sursa Performance Hall
## PROGRAM

### CAMPUS ORCHESTRA
Carlos Hernandez, conductor

**Morning** (1875)

**New World Symphony, First Movement** (1893)

**Bosnian Folk Songs** (1997)

**Double Cello Concerto in G minor** (1720s)

#### I. Allegro (moderato)
#### II. Largo
#### III. Allegro

Yu-Yao (Rachel) Chiu and Peter Opie, soloists

---INTERMISSION---

### CAMPUS BAND
Cassidy Nalepa, conductor

**Nobles of the Mystic Shrine** (1923/1972)

**Fortress** (1989)

**Prelude, Siciliano, and Rondo** (1979)

**Meditation** (2010)

**Danse Diabolique** (2003)

---
FIRST VIOLIN
Kylie Hirner
Elizabeth Breedlove
Mia Sherman
Ivan Kokotov

SECOND VIOLIN
Katherine Wilkinson
Garret Krizon
Sarah Smith
Nate Davis
Shaan Milharcic

VIOLA
Ella Hart
Paige Hall
Arianna Foster

CELLO
Cassidy Rexroad
Matthew Hampton
Russell Kumm
Duranda Gilbert
Malaya Clemmons
Michael Scott
Maya Queroz
Jaidyn Badyna

DOUBLE BASS
Adam Mick
Faith Young

FLUTE
Jackson Martin

OBOE/ENGLISH HORN
AJ Pantinas
Gracey West

BASSOON
Peter Breyer

CLARINET
Lorelei Pienkowski
Kaelin Zirkle

SAXOPHONE
Nate Davis

HORN
Cam DeVore
Julian Cain

TRUMPET
Emma Belcher
Jackson Feasel

TROMBONE
Jacob Hickle
Dawson Duran

TUBA
Ben Claps

PERCUSSION
Katherine Hobbs
Duranda Gilbert
Sarah Smith
Faith Young
FLUTE
Kyra Krachinski
Mackenzie Faust
Lillian Kind
Adalynne Robbins
Lilli Davis
Faith Martin
Isabella Clair
Jacob Hickle
Sarah White
Abbi Swift

OBOE
AJ Pantinas
Gracey West

BASSOON
Peter Breyer
Sarah Smith

CLARINET
Lydia Clouser
Spencer Rodewald
Olivia Collins
Ryleigh Kepperling
Genni Edrington
Molly Evans
Emily Powless
Erica Galindo
Caitlyn Newmark
Brody Woolery
Ellen Nuxoll
Daniel Lupacchino

BASS CLARINET
Jacob Sumski
Lauren Sweetman
Austin Kasmer
Frank Diaz Morales

ALTO SAXOPHONE
Essence Johnson-Dennis
Alex Pazdernik
Leo Hart
Lindsay Schunk
Sean Malloy
Jasmine Delaluz
Alex Beckman
Ireland Albin
Landon Warner
Ben Hutchings
Anatasia Faddis
Harlie Shaffer
Cecilia Grigsby
Ariona Porter

TENOR SAXOPHONE
Kalib Parsley
Brayden Flatford
Hailey Barton

BARI SAXOPHONE
Brody Wilcox

FRENCH HORN
Maya Schoeph
Thomas Charles
Faith Young
Nate Davis

TRUMPET
William Llyod
Christian Gonzalez
Ethan Treend
Devlin Rosenfeld
Braeden Morris
Jae Rogge
Corrine Simmons
Andrew Burke
Allison Haug
Jahmal Allen

TROMBONE
Julian Mabie
Calvin Arancibia
Ben Ward
Drew Robinson
Thomas Bobay
Petrice Moses
Caleb Elliott
Sam Looney
Eli Gaipa

EUPHONIUM
Landon Day
Conner Martin
Ben Enas
Bella Swango
Cristian Cervantes
Ryan Johnson
Tyana Young
John Mann
Nathan Foster
Evan Seid
Noah Hanavan

TUBA
Ashton Shelley
Dawson Duran
Allen Verstraete
Justin Thomas
Jayme Rethman
Hannah Burgener
Rowen Walker
Carson Batt

PERCUSSION
Nathan Bales
Anthony Connolly
Dakota Coughlin
Tyler Cox
Chase Davis
Peton Dorsey
Jacob Falconbury
Shawn Fisher
Christian Ford
Raegan Ratliff
Tyler Tran
Owen Vest
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
Seth Beckman, dean
Gayle Kearns-Buie, interim associate dean

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Franklin Leary, director
Jon Truitt, associate director
Peter Opie, coordinator of admissions and scholarships

BALL STATE UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA STAFF
Gregory Robbins, director of orchestras
Carlos Hernandez, graduate assistants
Quinton Kriner, librarian

BALL STATE UNIVERSITY BAND STAFF
Thomas E. Caneva, director of bands
Jeremy Harmon, associate director of bands
Cassidy Nalepa, graduate assistant
Sebastian Abbey, Solomon Dixon, Connor Granlund, and Bradley Ziegelmaier, librarians

APPLIED INSTRUMENT FACULTY
Mihoko Watanabe, flute
Lisa Kozenko, oboe
Keith Sweger, bassoon
Elisha Willinger, clarinet
Nathan Bogert, saxophone
Gene Berger, horn
Stephen Campbell, trumpet
Chris Van Hof, trombone
Matthew Lyon, euphonium and tuba
YoungKyoung Lee, percussion
Annie King, harp
Yu-Fang Chen and Anna Vayman, violin
Zoran Jakovcic, viola
Peter Opie, cello
Gregory Robbins, double bass

SUPPORT THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC ORCHESTRA AND BAND PROGRAMS
You can participate in the continued growth and success of the Ball State University School of Music Orchestra and Band Programs by contributing to the Ball State University Foundation (Account 5713 – orchestra, Account 5703 - band).
School of Music
UPCOMING BAND AND ORCHESTRA EVENTS

WIND ENSEMBLE and WIND SYMPHONY
Friday, December 1, 2023 | 7:30pm | Sursa Performance Hall

BALL STATE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Thursday, February 8, 2024 | 7:30pm | Sursa Performance Hall

CAMPUS BAND
Thursday, February 22, 2024 | 7:30pm | Sursa Performance Hall

BALL STATE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Thursday, February 29, 2024 | 7:30pm | Sursa Performance Hall

BALL STATE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Thursday, March 14, 2024 | 7:30pm | Sursa Performance Hall

WIND ENSEMBLE and WIND SYMPHONY
Friday, March 22, 2024 | 7:30pm | Sursa Performance Hall

WIND ENSEMBLE and WIND SYMPHONY
Friday, April 13, 2024 | 7:30pm | Sursa Performance Hall

CAMPUS BAND
Tuesday, April 23, 2024 | 7:30pm | Sursa Performance Hall

WIND ENSEMBLE and WIND SYMPHONY
Friday, April 26, 2024 | 7:30pm | Sursa Performance Hall

*Upcoming events are subject to change. Please visit bsu.edu/music/events to view up-to-date event information.*